We measured high-contrast visual acuity (VA) and 12 c/deg contrast sensitivity (CS) through-focus functions (TFF) of four eyes of four cyclopleged subjects in three conditions: naked eye, with a center-distance and center-near Proclear Ò multifocal addition 2D contact lens. In all conditions, an adaptive optics system statically compensated the astigmatism of the subject's eye alone. Multifocal contact lenses enlarged the width of the curve of through-focus visual performance but reduced the peak performance. We investigated the ability of image quality metrics based on wave-aberration measurements to predict VA and CS TFF. CS 12 metric through-focus and measured through-focus contrast sensitivities were well correlated (r 2 = 0.74). Even if visual acuity metrics were often poorer than measured ones, the shapes of the measured through-focus curves and rMTFa 5-15 through-focus were quite comparable (r 2 = 0.67).
Introduction
Throughout the last decades, the presbyopic population has increased (Pointer, 1998; US Census Bureau, 2000) and consequently the number of people wearing multifocal contact lenses has also grown. However, multifocal and monovision lenses still account for a relatively small number of soft lens fits at 7% globally in 2008 (Morgan et al., 2009 ).
In pre-presbyopic patients, adequate vision is achieved in both near and distance vision by accommodation. Because of the decline of accommodation with age, fully presbyopic patients can only obtain clear vision for one distance. To restore clear vision at more than one distance, several modalities are available, such as bifocal or multifocal spectacles, contact lenses and intraocular lenses. Many individuals would like to overcome their loss of accommodation without the use of spectacle lenses while retaining the comfort, convenience, and cosmetic aspects of soft contact lenses. Various modalities have been developed to correct presbyopia with soft contact lenses. Simultaneous vision is one of these modalities. Simultaneous vision is achieved using bifocal, multifocal or diffractive contact lenses. Bifocal contact lenses are constructed in an axially symmetrical form with the segment located on either the front or back surface so that a central circular portion has one power and the surrounding annulus contains another. Two forms of bifocal contact lenses have been developed: the center-near profile contains a central portion providing a focus for the rays from near objects and a surrounding annular portion providing a focus for the rays from distant objects. The center-distance form has the central section powered for distance vision whereas the surrounding annular section contains the power for the nearpoint focus. A second technique is the aspheric or multifocal design where a gradual transition in lens power between the distance and near portions is achieved by producing a back or front aspheric lens surface. A multifocal contact lens can be considered as a lens where an optical aberration is induced. The lens power can either increase or decrease from the center toward the periphery.
The aim of each procedure used to compensate presbyopia is to enlarge the depth-of-field (DOF), the range of distance over which visual performance measurements exceed a given threshold. This gain in DOF involves some compromise in the level of vision, which is measurable in terms of contrast sensitivity or visual acuity (Borish, 1988; Erickson, Robboy, Apollonio, & Jones, 1988) . The quality of the compromise between depth-of-focus and image quality depends on various factors related to the patient, such as the pupil diameter (Baude & Miège, 1992; Borish, 1988; Charman & Saunders, 1990; Erickson et al., 1988) and age (i.e. addition (Cox, Apollino, & Erickson, 1993) ), to the contact lens design, and to the interaction between the patient's eye and the contact lens, such 0042-6989/$ -see front matter Ó 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. doi:10.1016/j.visres.2010.04.001 q The authors state that this work has not been published elsewhere and is not under review with another journal, and that if published in Vision Research it will not be reprinted elsewhere in any language in the same form without the consent of the publisher, who holds the copyright. The authors also state that the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki were followed. Informed consent was obtained from subjects after verbal and written explanation of the nature and possible consequences of the study.
as lens centration (Borish, 1988; Baude & Miège, 1992) . As we can see, many parameters influence the on-eye performance of a presbyopic contact lens. Clinical testing is usually employed to explore the performance of new lens designs. Clinical studies are time consuming, and another disadvantage is the variability between individuals that often conceals some effects. An alternative to the clinical testing of new designs could be the numerical simulation of their on-eye performance.
Previous authors studied the link between metrics of image quality and visual performance either during HOA correction (i.e. visual benefit) or during the introduction of additional aberration. Yoon and Williams (2002) attempted to predict the VB by calculated the ratio of MTFs computed with and without HO aberrations, they found at 16 c/deg a theoretical polychromatic VB of 2.8, which is quite different from their 1.9-measured VB. More recently, Legras and Rouger (2008a) succeeded in predicting the CS visual benefit of correcting higher-order aberrations of 25 subjects. A high correlation (r 2 = 0.79) was found between measured CS ratios and rMTF (Modulation Transfer Function) ratios calculated from a wavefront aberrations measurement. However, they did not obtain the same quality of prediction of the VA (r 2 6 0.30).
Using Applegate, Marsack and Ramos' (2003) data set, Marsack, Thibos, and Applegate (2004) investigated the ability of 31 image quality metrics derived from the wavefront maps to predict changes in high-contrast logMAR acuity measured on simulated charts when introducing single Zernike aberration. The visual Strehl ratio computed in the frequency domain was found to be well correlated (r 2 = 0.81) to the letters lost. Cheng, Bradley, and Thibos (2004) measured VA on simulated Sloan letters generated by convolving aberrated PSF with Sloan letters. They also calculated 31 metrics derived from the wavefront maps to predict through-focus and through-astigmatism VA respectively in presence of spherical aberration and secondary astigmatism or coma. Some metrics including the visual Strehl ratio well predicted (r 2 = 0.68) VA measurements in the different aberrations conditions. Recently, using previous experimental data of Cheng et al. (2004) , Watson and Ahumanda (2008) proposed a model including a decision process to predict VA measured on simulated letters from wavefront aberrations. They obtained a good correlation between measured and simulated VA (r 2 = 0.83).
However, all these studies compared simulated letters and image quality metrics -both calculated using the same input (e.g. the measured wavefront map) and the same eye model. To calculate the simulated letters used to measure the visual acuity, the original letters were convolved with a PSF calculated with the same eye model that was used to compute the image quality metrics. Consequently, it is not surprising that, in these conditions, the results were comparable. A more rigorous experiment would have compared metrics to visual performances measured in real conditions (e.g. adaptive optics, contact lenses. . .).
Introducing aberrations by ''real optics" (i.e. Acuvue Bifocal Ò contact lenses), Martin and Roorda (2003) attempted to predict the CS changes due to the contact lenses. The area under the MTF calculated between 1 and 24 c/deg poorly predicted (r 2 = 0.47) the visual performances changes.
In this study, we used a previously published (Legras, Chateau, & Charman, 2004a , 2004b model eye that take into account the subject's monochromatic aberrations measured when wearing or not two kinds of multifocal contact lenses to predict through-focus visual performances (i.e. visual acuity and contrast sensitivity). These predictions were compared to measured through-focus visual performances.
Method

General method
We measured 12 c/deg CS and high-contrast VA of four eyes (dominant eye) of four subjects under cycloplegia at various proximities in three conditions: (A) naked eye, (B) with a center-distance Proclear Ò multifocal addition 2D contact lens and (C) with a center-near Proclear Ò multifocal addition 2D contact lens. The optical design of the center-distance contact lens consists in a spherical central zone (distance correction) of 2.3-mm surrounding by an aspheric annular zone of 5-mm and finally a spherical annular zone (near correction) of 8.5-mm. The optical design of the center-near contact lens consists on a spherical central zone (near correction) of 1.7-mm surrounding by an aspheric annular zone of 5-mm and finally a spherical annular zone (distance correction) of 8.5-mm.
Through-focus visual performances were measured each 0.50 D by modifying the position of the Badal system. The complete process of measurements took around 6 h per subject and was realized in three sessions including several rest periods between measurements. Each session corresponded to one condition of aberrations. In conditions B and C, we first controlled the movement and centration of the contact lenses; excessive movement and/or decentration was not accepted. Based on aberration measurements of the eye with and without the multifocal contact lenses, we calculated various through-focus image quality metrics and compared them to measured through-focus CS and VA curves.
Subjects
Four subjects, aged between 20 and 37 years (mean age: 26 years) were included in the study. Subjects had spherical refractive errors between -1.75 D and +0.50 D with astigmatism lower than 1.00 D. All subjects were in good health and had clear intraocular media without known ocular pathology. To minimize movements, subjects' head was restrained with a bite bar during experiments. Approximately 30 min before experimental measurements, two drops of cyclopentolate hydrochloride 0.5% were instilled to paralyze their accommodation. The paralyzation of accommodation was checked by measuring their objective accommodation at regular intervals throughout the experiments. If necessary, additional cyclopentolate was instilled.
The tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki were followed. Informed consent was obtained from subjects after verbal and written explanation of the nature and possible consequences of the study.
Apparatus
We used the CRX1Ó adaptive optics system (Imagine Eyes, Orsay, France) which is composed by two basic elements: a wavefront sensor and a correcting device. The system optically conjugates the exit pupil plane of the subject with the correcting device, the wavefront sensor and an artificial pupil. The ShackHartmann wavefront sensor has a square array of 1024 lenslets. The wave-aberration measurements are made at 850 nm. The deformable mirror is a correcting system composed of 52 independent magnetic actuators used either to partially or totally correct eye's aberrations (Fernandez et al., 2006) up to the 5th order (18 Zernike coefficients). The control of the deformable mirror surface is accomplished by a commercially available program (HASO™ CSO, Imagine Eyes) which reshapes the deformable mirror from its normally flat surface to the desired shape. In the present study, this deformable mirror compensated only the astigmatism of the subjects. It was measured and then the correction was applied to the mirror. This correction of astigmatism was static which means that the mirror never refreshed its state during the performance measurements.
The residual astigmatism that could be induced by the multifocal contact lenses was not corrected. In fact, since a multifocal contact lens has not any lens stabilization system like toric ones, a static correction of the astigmatism would not compensate the lens rotation inducing astigmatism rotation.
The computer-controlled Badal optometer (focus corrector) was used to adjust defocus.
Observer viewed visual tests generated on a microdisplay through the adaptive optics system and a 5-mm artificial pupil. Subject's pupil sizes were always higher than the artificial pupil diameter. The microdisplay (eMagin, Rev2 SVGA + White Oled Microdisplay) subtended a visual angle of 114 Â 86 arcmin with a resolution of 800 Â 600 pixels (pixel size = 0.143 arcmin). Its mean luminance was 51 cd/m 2 corresponding to a retinal illuminance of 1000 Td for a 5-mm pupil diameter. The microdisplay was linearized using a TOPCON BM3 luminance meter. The adaptive optics system required precise alignment of the subject's pupil with the optical axis of the set-up (with the wavefront sensor and the deformable mirror). The pupil size and position was monitored using a CCD camera. The control handwheel of the CRX1™ system enabled to maintain the pupil position providing a quick, smooth and fine adjustment. Moreover, because all individuals involved in this study were highly experienced, the decentrations of the observer's eye were always undetectable.
Defocus and astigmatism corrections
In a first step, three measurements of the monochromatic aberrations of each eye were performed up to the 10th radial order (including 63 Zernike coefficients). To correct each subject's astigmatism, the median Zernike values (for each term: Z À2 2 and Z 2 2 ) obtained from the three aberrations measurements were applied to the deformable mirror and maintained constant, independently of the wavefront fluctuations that may occur in the eye during visual testing. The residual astigmatism was always lower than 0.10 D.
The subjects subjectively adjusted the defocus term, in a 0.10 D step, using a Badal optometer (focus corrector), to optimize the subjective image quality of a 12 c/deg vertical sinewave grating and a 0.1 logMAR-E-letter. Then, the Badal optometer was set to the average of three measurements. The difference occurring between the two targets was always lower than 0.10 D. The optimal defocus correction (i.e. target vergence of 0 D) was the average of these two values.
Measuring the visual performances
The 12 c/deg CS was measured using a four alternative forcedchoice method. Oriented sinusoidal gratings (i.e. 0°, 45°, 90°and 135°) were randomly generated and displayed on the microdisplay. A modified best Parameter Estimation by Sequential Testing (PEST) method (Lieberman & Pentland, 1982) based on 30 presentations was used to determine contrast thresholds. The sine-wave gratings were truncated by a windowing function which consists of a circular window subtending a visual angle of 1°surrounded by a sinusoidal function subtending a visual angle of 0.14°to smooth the edge of the field. The presentation time of each grating was 500 ms. Subject was asked to indicate the grating orientation by pressing the appropriate button on a numerical keypad. At each spatial frequency, three CS measurements were performed and the average was retained.
We measured the high-contrast VA using the Freiburg visual Acuity Test (FrACT) software (Bach, 1996) . The acuity threshold was also determined by a best PEST procedure based on 30 presentations. The test used an 8 alternative forced-choice method. The subject's task was to identify the Landolt-C gap position thanks to a keypad. The VA value was retained as the average of three measurements.
2.6. Calculating the radially averaged Modulation Transfer Function (rMTF) (Legras et al., 2004a) Image quality metrics were derived from the one-dimensional MTF in white light which was obtained by averaging the twodimensional MTF across all orientations (i.e. rMTF). The twodimensional white light MTF was computed as the modulus of the Fourier transform of the polychromatic Point Spread Function (PSF). The polychromatic PSF was the sum of the individual monochromatic PSFs (PSFðkÞ), weighted by (VðkÞ), the photopic spectral luminous sensitivity of the eye as defined by the Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage (CIE) in 1924, and by EðkÞ, which is the emissivity spectrum of the display, i.e.
The monochromatic PSFs were calculated for wavelengths from 400 to 700 nm in 20 nm steps. In our method, the chromatic aberrations, which vary little between subjects (Atchison & Smith, 2005) , always came from experimentally-based numerical models (Rynders, Lidkea, Chisholm, & Thibos, 1995; Thibos, Ye, Zhang, & Bradley, 1992) , while the monochromatic aberrations came from wavefront aberration measurements of the eye measured in the three conditions described earlier (i.e. A, shero-cylinder correction; B, with a center-distance addition 2D ProclearÓ Multifocal contact lens; C, with a center-near addition 2D ProclearÓ Multifocal contact lens).
The last part of the input data involved the detection parameters. Since we wish to simulate the photopic vision of individuals, we need to take into account some parameters concerning the detection of the image by the cones. The first stage of the detection process is included in our calculation and allows for the StilesCrawford effect, meaning that the rays coming from the more peripheral pupil area are less effective than the ones coming from the pupil center. Mathematically, the Stiles-Crawford effect is introduced as an apodization of the pupil, by multiplying the wavefront function by the following factor (Applegate & Lakshminarayanan, 1993 ), and x SCE and y SCE are the coordinates of the peak of transmittance. The peak of transmittance is decentered nasally (x SCE = 0.4 mm) and superior (y SCE = 0.2 mm).
Calculating image quality metrics
The CS calculation (CS 12 ) was the result of the calculated 12 c/ deg rMTF weighted by the 12 c/deg neural contrast sensitivity measured by Williams (1985) .
All calculated metrics to simulate VA in this study had been previously used to predict VA and/or subjective vision. The subjective image quality was found to be correlated to the area under the MTF calculated from 3 to 12 c/deg (Granger & Cupery, 1972) or 5 to 15 c/deg (Legras & Rouger, 2008b; Legras et al., 2004b ). Chen, Singer, Guirao, Porter, and Williams (2005) calculated the area under the MTF between 0 and 60 c/deg to attempt to predict the subjective image quality. We computed these three metrics as the area under the rMTF between 3 and 12 c/deg (rMTFa 3-12 ), 5 and 15 c/ deg (rMTFa 5-15 ) or 0 and 60 c/deg (rMTFa 0-60 ). Thibos, Hong, Bradley, and Applegate (2004) calculated various metrics to predict the subjective refraction and Marsack et al. (2004) used the same metrics to attempt to simulate the visual acuity. Among these metrics, we retained: (i) the cut-off spatial frequency which is defined as the intersection of the rMTF and the neural contrast threshold function (I rMTF ) and (ii) the area under the rMTF and above the neural contrast threshold function ([rMTFa-NCTFa] 0-I ). We also calculated the area under the MTF between 0 and the cut-off spatial frequency (rMTFa 0-I ). The rMTFbased metrics do not take into account spatial phase shift errors in the image because the rMTF is not affected by the Phase Transfer Function (PTF) portion of the OTF. Consequently, all the metrics described above were also calculated from the rOTF. Fig. 1a and b shows the difference between the monochromatic aberrations of the eye measured with and without the contact lens with a 5-mm pupil diameter. Fig. 1c represents the absolute difference between the aberrations of the eye with and without the contact lens averaged among subjects. The main induced aberrations by the worn contact lenses were astigmatism, coma and spherical aberration. Fig. 2 shows the through-focus CS and the through-focus VA of every subject in the three aberrations conditions. At the best focus position (i.e. at 0 D), the CS and VA measured while wearing a multifocal contact lens were lower than visual performances measured on the naked eye. However, wearing a multifocal contact lens enlarged the width of the through-focus visual performance curves which often became bimodal. The visual performances of the two contact lenses varied with subjects; however the better contact lens was quite similar whatever the tested visual performances (i.e. VA or CS). At distance, the center-distance multifocal contact lens was better in 50% of the cases, the center-near contact lens was better in 25% and they were comparable in 25% of the cases. At near, the center-distance multifocal contact lens was better in 12.5% of the cases, the center-near contact lens was better in 62.5% and they were comparable in 25% of the cases. Table 1 gives details on correlation between the image quality metrics and the experimental data. Measured contrast sensitivities were well predicted (r 2 = 0.74).
Results
Induced aberrations
Through-focus visual performances measurements
Through-focus image quality metric calculations
In terms of VA, image quality metrics based on rMTF showed comparable correlation (r 2 ranging from 0.57 to 0.67). The better correlation was obtained by the area under the rMTF calculated between 5 and 15 c/deg (r 2 = 0.67). The quality of the prediction was poorer with metrics derived from rOTF calculations (r 2 6 0.42). Fig. 3 shows the best correlation between metric and the experimental data. Fig. 4 shows the measured through-focus CS and the CS 12 metric through-focus of the four subjects in the three aberrations conditions. Whatever the subject and the condition, measured through-focus CS curves were comparable to simulated ones.
Measured through-focus VA curves and rMTFa 5-15 through-focus curves are illustrated Fig. 4 .
To fit in height the through-focus visual acuity curves, we made the hypothesis that the VA metric of the naked eye calculated at Fig. 1. (a and b) Difference of aberrations between the naked eye and the eye wearing the Proclear multifocal center-near contact lens (a) and the Proclear multifocal centerdistance contact lens (b). The aberration measurements were performed on a 5-mm pupil diameter on the four subjects. (c) Absolute difference of aberrations between the naked eye and the eye wearing the contact lens averaged among the four subjects. the best focus (i.e. a target vergence of 0 D) was similar to the measured VA. The difference obtained between these two values was then added to each other through-focus VA curves. A difference per subject was calculated. The adjustment values were respectively 0.27; 0.33; 0.25 and 0.31 logMar for the subjects 1, 2, 3 and 4. These adjustments were only applied to the through-focus visual acuity curves. It should be noticed that this adjustment had already been taken into account in the linear regression of the Fig. 3b .
The shape of the rMTFa 5-15 through-focus curve and measured VA curve were quite comparable, however the multifocal metrics curves were always lower the measured ones. However, as previously explained, the discrepancies between measured VA and VA metric, when wearing multifocal contact lenses, was due to the hypothesis made: prediction and measurement of VA are similar at the best focus of the naked eye. In fact, the measured visual acuity losses when wearing multifocal contact lenses were largely lower than the ones predicted by the metrics.
Discussion
The worn multifocal contact lenses mainly induced in average 0.31-lm of astigmatism, 0.28-lm of coma and 0.11-lm of spheri- Fig. 2 . Through-focus contrast sensitivity (left column) and through-focus visual acuity (right column) measured in the three aberrations conditions for the four subjects. Squares correspond to the condition A (naked eye), dots correspond to the condition B (Distance Proclear Ò multifocal contact lens) and triangles correspond to the condition C (near Proclear Ò multifocal contact lens).
cal aberration. This result is not surprising since a multifocal contact lens could be considered as a lens where a combination of optical aberrations is induced including especially the spherical aberration, with the purpose of extending the depth-of-field. Moreover, when such a contact lens is decentered, some coma is introduced (Lopez-Gil et al., 2002) . Wearing a multifocal lens decreased the peak of visual performances and enlarged the width of the through-focus functions involving a larger depth-of-focus. These effects have been already observed by Bradley, Rahman, Soni, and Zhang (1993) and Plakitsi and Charman (1995) with bifocal and/or multifocal contact lenses. More recently, Martin and Roorda (2003) measured on five subjects a CS loss at distance and a CS gain at near vision when wearing Acuvue bifocal contact lenses. The astigmatism induced by the multifocal contact lenses may also have amplified the multifocal behavior of the lenses that could be defined by an enlarged depth-of-field with a worse peak performance.
Even if some differences occurred between subjects, at distance the center-distance contact lens (i.e. Proclear Multifocal Distance) showed better visual performances than the center-near profile in 50% of the cases whereas at near the Near contact lens was better in 62.5% of the cases. During the experiment the limitating pupil was the artificial pupil and was set to 5-mm reducing the effective portion of the contact lens. In other words, the more external annular zone beginning at 2.5-mm from the center of the lens and designed to compensate the near vision for the Distance contact lens and the distance vision for the Near contact lens was not ''taken into account" by the observer since the pupil was limited to 5-mm. Consequently, with such a pupil size, the center-near multifocal contact lens favors the near vision and the center-distance lens the distance vision.
On the whole, subjects 2 and 4 showed better visual performances with the distance contact lens, whereas subjects 1 and 3 obtained better visual performances with the near contact lens. In terms of induced aberrations, the main difference between subject concerns the level of vertical coma induced by the Distance contact lens. On the subjects 1 and 3, the distance contact lens introduced around four times less vertical coma than on subjects 2 and 4 meaning that the vertical coma may increase the depthof-field of the eye.
CS 12 metric through-focus and measured through-focus contrast sensitivities were well correlated (r 2 = 0.74). This correlation was better than those (r 2 = 0.47) obtained by Martin and Roorda (2003) between the measured and predicted ratio of CS (i.e. ratio of CS with and without the wear of an Acuvue bifocal contact lens). Metric values were computed by calculating the area under the MTF between 1 and 24 c/deg. One reason to this difference in the quality of the prediction could be due to a difference in the calculation approach. In fact, to predict the impact of the contact lens, the authors considered the theoretical optical properties of the bifocal contact lenses. Since we used multifocal contact lenses with smooth continuous changes, we directly measured the effect of the contact lens in situ (i.e. the eye wearing the contact lens) with the Shack-Hartmann sensor. Lopez-Gil et al. (2002) observed that the aberrations of a contact lens (W Lens ), measured using an interferometer, were equal to the wavefront aberration obtained by subtraction of eye's aberrations while wearing the contact lens (W EyeþLens ) and eye's aberrations without the contact lens (W Eye ) measured by a Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor. Consequently, the wave aberration measurement of eyes while wearing a contact lens can be considered as the sum of eye's aberrations and lens aberrations, like the following equation:
Despite the observations of Lopez-Gil et al. (2002) , measuring the effect of the contact lens in situ seems to improve the quality of the prediction. Indeed, wearing a contact lens may induce addi- tional aberrations due to lens flexure; tear film or contact lens movements and/or decentrations. It is noticeable from Fig. 5 that for larger values of defocus for the naked eye, VA prediction seems poorer, and somehow lower than measurements. The discrepancy was much larger when introducing a combination of aberrations like when a multifocal contact lens is worn. Rouger, Benard, and Legras (2009) had already observed that the quality of the prediction slightly decrease for low optical quality conditions. Moreover, Schoneveld, Pesudovs, and Coster (2009) suggested that most of the metrics that suit normal eyes do not suit diseased eyes and vice versa meaning that a single metric predicting, at an high level of correlation, either high or low optical quality conditions does not exists at present.
However, the shapes of the measured through-focus curves and rMTFa 5-15 through-focus were quite comparable (r 2 = 0.67).
The effects of spatial phase shifts in the image that arises due to defocus and monochromatic aberrations contained in multifocal contact lenses may explain a part of the discrepancy. Spatial phase shift errors impact visual acuity measured using optotypes when optical defocus introduces phase reversals into some spatial frequency components of the target but not others. These changes in the phase spectrum of an image can often be more disruptive than changes in the contrast (Oppenheim & Lim, 1981) . However, when measuring visual performances with sine wave grating (i.e. containing only one spatial frequency), the phase shift displace laterally the wave which has no effect on the measured performance. Although, OTF-based metrics are designed to capture these spatial phase shift errors, they failed (r 2 6 0.42) to well predict through-focus VA whereas the area under the rMTF calculated between 5 and 15 c/deg succeeded (r 2 = 0.67).
Another possibility to explain the discrepancy between the VA metric loss and measured loss of VA when wearing a multifocal contact lens may be attributed to a neural adaptation to the aberrations occurring when wearing multifocal contact lens during a long period. The subjects wore each contact lens during around 2 h. Our subjects could have been adapted to the aberrations induced by the multifocal lenses involving higher measured than rMTFa 5-15 through-focus VA. This hypothetical neural adaption that only occurred in terms of VA should be mainly related to the demands of the visual tasks. The importance of the task when studying neural adaptation was highlighted by George and Rosenfield (2004) who measured after a 2-h period of sustained blur (i.e. +2.50 D fogging lenses) an increase of VA of around two lines when measuring VA with Landolt-C optotype. However they did not found significant change of VA (i.e. 0.04 logMAR) when using high-contrast sinusoidal gratings. The VA task used in this study, consisting in detection of the Landolt-C gap orientation, should be made easier thanks to additional relevant clues occurring during blurred vision induced by multifocal contact lenses. On the contrary, the contrast detection involved by CS task cannot be made easier by any cue. However, this study does not give evidence about neural adaptation and most of the discrepancies should be attributed to the difficulty in elaborating an image quality metric able to perfectly predict the VA.
In conclusion, image quality metrics based on the rMTF are able to predict at least the shape of the through-focus visual performances. The depth-of-focus of an eye wearing or not a multifocal contact lens could be derived from these through-focus curves. These predictions may help the optical designers in elaborating new multifocal designs since it permits to pre-test the design without the need to manufacture them reducing the number of clinical studies.
